"We don't have to engage in grand, heroic
actions to participate in change. Small acts,
when multiplied by millions of people, can
transform the world." - Howard Zinn

5 EASY ECO TIPS FOR YOUR BUSINESS
By Katie Skelton of Little Green Duck

Know you want to move towards a more sustainable business model but not
sure where to start? Here are 5 of the simplest things you can do to make your
business more eco-friendly.
1. Ditch the plastic water cooler cups
Reducing plastic waste is one of the hottest and
most important eco topics at the moment. So how
about switching your water cooler plastic cups for
reusable bottles (perhaps a staff Christmas or joining
gift?). To further reduce waste, consider using
refillable water cooler bottles, or better still, a mainsfed system that completely removes the need for
those huge plastic bottles.
2. Reusable and refillable ink cartridges
A lot of businesses encourage their employees not to
print so much, and paper recycling is pretty
commonplace in most offices these days. But printing
inevitably still happens. Looking into reusable and
refillable ink cartridges is a great way to reduce your
plastic waste and help your business be more eco
friendly.
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3. Eco friendly promotional materials
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Plant based inks and recycled paper.
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Branded metal straws

PLANTABLE PAPER! Yep. Paper that you can plant
and it grows into flowers. Seriously, this stuff is
amazing. Everyone should have business cards
printed on seeded paper.
4. Sustainable suppliers
One of the best ways to make your business more
eco-friendly is to assess your current suppliers'
materials and practices and see if you can source
more sustainable alternatives. Or better still, arrange
to work with your existing suppliers to help them make
their offering more green. It's the future!
5.Stay focused
Set yourself and your business some sustainability goals (with realistic timeframes) and make sure you take
responsibility for reaching them. Or get your employees involved with monthly incentivised green initiatives, a
sustainability suggestion scheme or by providing and encouraging more eco-friendly modes of transport.

If you want to know more about how Little Green Duck can assess your business and
create a personalised sustainability strategy, have a look at the eco consultancy page
on our website or email katie@littlegreenduck.co.uk for a no-obligation chat.

